
Since its commercial launch in 2017 EWINCHER has 
encountered a wonderful success.

EWINCHER is born out of creative, and sailing passion 
from its founder Bruno RABU: “My pleasure and my goal is 
to help people practicing their sailing passion, EWINCHER 
is like the electric bike when you test it you adopt it!”

“EWINCHER” is a breakthrough innovative and premium 
electric winch handle offering the best solution to motorize 
all your winches on board.

With EWINCHER on board all maneuvers are easy, fast, 
and precise.With its ergonomic winch-handle shape, the EWINCHER 

allows you to combine manual and electric power for 
maximum flexibility and efficiency. With its large 
variable speeds range, and high torque power 
EWINCHER can help with everything from trimming 
headsails, hoisting mainsails and hauling in furling lines 
to hoisting crew up the mast. You can grind with electric 
power alone, in either direction on a two-speed winch, 

or grind both manually and electrically to maximize 
hauling speed.

EWINCHER is much more powerful, faster and more enduring than 
a human crew member in very good physical condition. With 
EWINCHER 2, launched in February 2021, performances has been 
pushed beyond (more power, torque, autonomy and speed).

w +90Nm Torque

w Battery life provides more than a day of sailing – high 
efficiency 25V/3000 mA Lithium-ion battery

w Extra compact winch handle, only 2.2kg and same length a 
standard crank 250 mm

w 230W useful energy (highly efficient gear system)

w 3 operating modes – Electric, Manual and Combined

w Precise control of the speed – from 0 to 100rpm (electric mode) 
and up to 260rpm (combined)

w 1 unit for all your winches. Better than electric winch – cheaper, 
plug and play solution, better control over your maneuvers

w Waterproof (IPX6 certified)

w Torque limiter adjustable from your smartphone

w 1h30 battery charging time – charge with 12V DC or 110V / 
220V AC
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EWINCHER 2 – THE ELECTRIC WINCH HANDLE 

w Increased autonomy

w 20% more efficient than Ewincher 1

With this new model, EWINCHER 2 becomes the perfect 
solution for motorising all winches easily and efficiently on 
board.

w More power

w More speed

Thanks to its unique functionalities and sophisticated 
design, customers often say “EWINCHER has changed 
my life on board".

w It is very easy to use
Why users like EWINCHER so much:

w 3 modes of use which allow maximum efficiency on 
all maneuvers

w A suited ergonomics for the most demanding 
maneuvers without any effort

w It is powerful, fast with high autonomy
w EWINCHER is a guarantee of maximum safety

Each component is tested individually, 
before, during and at the end of 
assembly. Once assembled, each 
handle is also subjected to intense tests 
before delivery.

This quality requirement has led us to 
select french suppliers for the most 
technical EWINCHER components 
(electronic, gear system…).

Marine products demand unimpaired 
quality, due to the extreme conditions 
that they are submitted to. In order to 
reach such a level of quality, we 
decided to assemble these handles 
ourselves and have established a 
product quality control policy.

w 1 EWINCHER
w 1 lithium-ion Battery

w 1 converter 12V DC
w 1 handle pocket for 

stowing your EWINCHER 
on the deck safety

w 1 charger 110-220V AC

w 1 transport case
w 1 safety hand strap
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